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Conflict and Democracy 1978
monograph on internal trade union conflict and democracy in
the uk examines types and patterns of conflict between union
leadership and membership includes case studies of organised
conflict between trade union officers and members in 3
different unions seafarers bus drivers and insurance agents
and discusses trade union structure and internal divisions of
interest unofficial strike actions union discipline militancy
political aspects etc references

Conflict and Control in an African Trade
Union 1969
case study of leadership in the nigerian coal miners trade
union as an example of centralization of power and resulting
conflicts in labour relations includes historical aspects of
working conditions in coal mining structural and
administrative aspects of the union labour disputes and
grievance handling employees attitudes and management
attitudes toward the union etc bibliography pp 165 to 170

Conflict and control in an African trade
union 1969
this book offers a new perspective on the relationship
between trade unions and the state in the period 1910 21
using a range of primary sources it explores the constraints
placed by industrial conflict on both state and trade union
action it aims to contribute to and clarify some of the main
issues raised by the rank and filist debate through an
analysis of the sources from which state industrial relations
policy derived for the whole of this period

Trade Unions and the Management of
Industrial Conflict 1998
the gusii people of kenya africa were the last major kenyan
ethnic group to be conquered by the british this is an
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account of their experience under colonial control and a
portrayal of their strong and steadfast resistance
illustrated with maps and tables

Conflict and Accommodation in Western
Kenya 1989
jan klabbers examines how membership of the european union
affect treaties concluded between the member and non member
states

Conflict And Intervention In Africa
1990-10-11
american labor unions resemble private representative
democracies complete with formally constituted conventions
and officer election procedures like other democratic
institutions unions have repeatedly experienced highly
charged conflicts over the integration of ethnic minorities
and women into leadership positions in becoming a mighty
voice daniel b cornfield traces the 55 year history of the
united furniture workers of america ufwa describing the
emergence of new social groups into union leadership and the
conditions that encouraged or inhibited those changes this
vivid case history explores leadership change during eras of
union growth stability and decline not simply during isolated
episodes of factionalism cornfield demonstrates that despite
the strong forces perpetuating existing union hierarchies
leadership turnover is just as likely as leadership
stagnation he also shows that factors external to the union
may influence leadership change periods of turnover in the
ufwa leadership reflected employer efforts to find cheap non
union labor as well as union efforts to unionize workers when
unions are threatened by intensified conflict with employers
and when entrenched high status groups within the union are
obliged to recruit members of lower socioeconomic status then
new social groups are likely to be integrated into union
leadership becoming a mighty voice develops a theory of
leadership change that will be of interest to many engaged in
the labor civil rights and women s movements as well as to
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sociologists or historians of work gender and race and to
students of political and organizational behavior

Treaty Conflict and the European Union
2009
this edited volume looks at human security and conflict in
northern kenya and nearby areas within sudan somalia ethiopia
and uganda it spells out the precise meaning and nuances of
human security in today s global economy and examines the
causes and effects of conflict in the region within the
context of human security

Union Organizing 1982
the authors examine the utility of the u s government s whole
of government wog approach for responding to the challenging
security demands of operations in iraq and afghanistan they
specifically discuss the strategic objectives of interagency
cooperation particularly in the areas of peacebuilding and
conflict management discussions range from the conceptual to
the practical with a focus on the challenges and desirability
of interagency cooperation in international interventions the
book shares experiences and expertise on the need for and the
future of an american grand strategy in an era characterized
by increasingly complex security challenges and shrinking
budgets all authors agree that taking the status quo for
granted is a major obstacle to developing a successful grand
strategy and that government military international and
nongovernmental organizations and the private sector are all
called upon to contribute their best talents and efforts to
joint global peace and security activities included are
viewpoints from academia the military government agencies
nongovernmental organizations and industry despite the broad
range of viewpoints a number of overarching themes and
tentative agreements emerged

Becoming a Mighty Voice 1990-03-06
this student book is written specifically to match the new
2016 aqa gcse history specification and is developed by aaron
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wilkes an experienced head of history and jon cloake an
author with examining experience features such as sources
practice questions and study tips help students prepare for
the new aqa exams

Conflict and Human Security in Africa
2011-06-06
how do local communities effectively build peace and
reconciliation before during and after open violence this
trailblazing book gives practical examples from the global
north the former soviet bloc and global south on communities
addressing conflict in divided and contested societies the
book draws on a range of critical perspectives and
practitioner analyses the diverse case studies demonstrate
the considerable knowledge skills commitment courage and
relationships within local communities that a critical
community development approach can support and encourage
concluding with activists perspectives on working with the
challenges of violence the book offers insights for both an
understanding of the root causes of conflict and for bottom
up peacebuilding

The Law of Industrial Conflict 1988-06-18
this book examines how the different normative foundations of
conflict resolution held by various global actors their
understandings of justice and the differences between types
of conflict influence the varying means by which conflicts
can be prevented managed and ultimately resolved by combining
insights from political theory conflict studies and european
union eu foreign policy studies the book identifies the eu as
the key case of a conflict manager that is both a product and
a defender of a global liberal order it focuses on three
aspects of conflict resolution that pose their own sets of
both normative and empirical dilemmas resolving border
disputes strengthening the resilience of weak or divided
states and societies after regime change and intervention in
humanitarian crises furthermore it offers a comparative
analysis between a potentially distinctive european approach
and that of other global actors and reflects critically on
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situations where policy practice may not always reflect a
concern for justice asking what countervailing forces prevail
and why this book will be of key interest to scholars and
students in european and eu studies area studies conflict
resolution war studies eu foreign policy political theory
international relations as well as policymakers

Conflict Management and Peacebuilding
2013
this book demonstrates what the discipline of economics has
to offer as support for analyzing cooperation on management
of trans boundary water resources it also considers what the
discipline of economics has to acquire to become a more
effective contributor to trans boundary water resource
management given political legal social physical scientific
and ecological realities this book has its genesis in a
symposium of the international water and resource economics
consortium held at annapolis maryland april 13 16 1997 the
symposium was organized by the editors and the book contains
papers presented at the symposium with subsequent revisions
the symposium brought together both economists and agency
management personnel for the purpose of discussing not only
how economic tools apply to trans boundary water management
but also of identifying the obstacles to making such tools
useful and informative to politicians and negotiators in
public decision making roles international versus domestic
trans boundary problems trans boundary water problems arise
in many dimensions the two most important types of problems
emphasized in this book are international and domestic
interstate or interregional problems cooperation on
international problems is especially difficult because
enforcement must be voluntary given the sovereignty of
nations and the absence of an effective legal enforcement
mechanism agreements must be sustainable and self enforced if
they are to have lasting benefits every negotiating country
must be convinced it will receive benefits before it gives
its consent to cooperation in the absence of enforceable
agreements trans boundary i e
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Oxford AQA GCSE History: Conflict and
Tension between East and West 1945-1972
Student Book 2020-07-16
until recently the european union tended to view violent mass
conflicts predominantly through the lens of negotiations
between conflict leaders and powerful external actors today
the eu has begun to recognize the imperative of understanding
and influencing developments on the ground in conflict
situations by engaging with local civil society the european
union civil society and conflict explores the eu s relations
with civil society organizations at the local level in an
effort to improve the effectiveness and relevance of its
conflict and peace strategies looking in particular at the
eastern and southern neighbourhoods the volume analyses five
case studies of eu and local civil society interaction in
georgia abkhazia nagorno karabakh moldova transnistria israel
palestine and morocco western sahara through the comparative
examination of these cases this volume draws broad policy
guidelines tailored to governmental and non governmental
action exploring the impact of the european union in
conflicts beyond its borders through its engagement with
civil society this book will be of interest to students and
scholars of the eu civil society and conflict

Peacebuilding, Conflict and Community
Development 2022-11-28
official documents of resolutions and decisions of the
security council 2013 2014

Conflict Resolution and Global Justice
2021-07-08
in 1863 union soldiers from illinois threatened to march from
the battlefield to their state capital springfield had not
been seized by the rebels but the state government was in
danger of being captured by the democrats in the union
divided pulitzer prize winning historian mark e neely jr
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vividly recounts the surprising story of political conflict
in the north during the civil war examining party conflict as
viewed through the lens of the developing war the excesses of
party patronage the impact of wartime elections the highly
partisan press and the role of the loyal opposition neely
deftly dismantles the argument long established in civil war
scholarship that the survival of the party system in the
north contributed to its victory the many positive effects
attributed to the party system were in fact the result of the
fundamental operation of the constitution in particular a
four year president who was commander in chief in several
ways the party system actually undermined the northern war
effort americans uneasy about normal party operations in the
abnormal circumstances of civil war saw near treason in the
loyal opposition engagingly written and brilliantly argued
the union divided is an insightful and original contribution
to civil war studies and american political history

Language Conflict and National
Development 1970-01-01
milwaukeeans greeted the advent of world war ii with the same
determination as other americans everyone felt the effect of
the war whether through concern for loved ones in danger
longer work hours consumer shortages or participation in war
service organizations and drives men and women workers
produced the essential goods necessary for victory the
vehicles weapons munitions and components for all the
machinery of war but even in wartime there were labor
conflicts fueled by the sacrifices and tensions of wartime
life a city at war focuses on the experience of working men
and women in a community that was not a wartime boom town it
looks at the stands of the cio and the afl against low
wartime wages and at women in unionized factories facing the
perceptions and goals of male workers union leaders and
society itself here is a social history of wartime milwaukee
and its workers as they laid the groundwork for a secure
postwar future
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Conflict and Cooperation on Trans-
Boundary Water Resources 1998-01-31
first published in 1977 routledge is an imprint of taylor
francis an informa company

The European Union, Civil Society and
Conflict 2011-03-29
discusses the role of women in militancy in kashmir from a
historical perspective provided by publisher

Conflict and Stability in Labor Relations
1952
first published in 1981 this book examines the concept of
professionalism in the context of the development of
organized teachers the argument is presented that the concept
of professionalism is a complex one and its different
meanings must be located within a historical context thus its
use as an ideological weapon aimed at controlling teachers
must be appreciated whilst at the same time it should be
understood as a weapon of self defence for teachers in their
struggle against dilution

Industrial Conflict 1954
the principle of loyalty requires the eu and its member
states to co operate sincerely towards the implementation of
eu law under the principle the european courts have developed
significant public law duties on states to deepen the reach
of eu law this is the first full length analysis of the
loyalty principle and its legal implications

Resolutions and Decisions of the Security
Council 2013-2014 2016-04-21
this book provides a comprehensive assessment of how the eu
has performed in facilitating mediation conflict resolution
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and peacebuilding across the globe

The Union Divided 2005-02-01
this book explores the challenges of conflict resolution in
protracted conflicts and conceptualises and analyses the
practice of engagement without recognition in de facto states
increasingly engagement without recognition is seen as a
promising approach to conflict resolution in de facto states
but little is known about its implementation and results this
book addresses that lacuna and develops an analytical model
to assess international engagement focusing on implementation
on the ground this model enables a comprehensive analysis of
international engagement s scope areas and methods further
the book also explores the context of engagement in de facto
states which has a significant impact on its implementation
and results in this way the book also advances our
understanding of the opportunities obstacles and limitations
of engagement without recognition the analysis is based on
the current eu engagement in abkhazia and draws from other
cases in the caucasus eastern europe and beyond and finds
that international engagement with de facto states is more
comprehensive and multifaceted than previously known however
it also faces some distinct challenges and produces modest
results finally the book provides practical recommendations
on how to better utlilise the peacebuilding potential of
engagement without recognition this book will be of much
interest to students of conflict resolution statehood peace
and conflict studies and international relations

A City At War 2014-03-07
conflict and security in the former soviet union examines the
organization for security and co operation in europe osce s
approach to post cold war tensions and conflicts in the
former soviet area the extent to which the new procedures
mechanisms and instruments developed by the organization are
useful and how the osce s activities may reveal innovative
contributions to conflict studies
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Industrial Conflict in Britain 2005-08-09
variously described by historians and thinkers as the most
terrible century in western history a century of massacres
and wars and the most violent century in human history the
20th century and in particular the period between the first
world war and the collapse of the ussr forms a coherent
historical period which changed the entire face of human
history within a few decades this book examines the
trajectory of the cold war and the fallouts for the rest of
the world to seek lessons for the 21st century to manage
international relations today and avoid conflict written by
experts in their field the chapters provide an alternative
perspective to the western paradigm dominated international
relations theory the book examines for example whether now in
the 21st century the unipolar moment has passed and if the
changing economic balance of power thrown up by globalization
has led to the emergence of a multipolar world capable of
economic and multilateral cooperation it discusses the
potential of new cooperative security frameworks which would
provide an impetus to disarmament and protection of the
environment globally and asks if nuclear disarmament is
feasible and necessary the book highlights areas in which the
potential for conflict is ingrained offering asian
perspectives on these issues perspectives from countries like
afganistan vietnam west asia and pakistan which were
embroiled in the cold war as mere pawns and which have become
flashpoints for conflict in our century this book is an
important contribution to the ongoing debate

Gender, Conflict and Peace in Kashmir
2014-03-06
on the basis of extensive archival research alan draper
illuminates the role organized labor played in the southern
civil rights movement he documents the substantial support
the afl cio and its southern state councils gave to the
struggle for black equality suggesting that labor s political
leadership recognized an opportunity in the civil rights
movement frustrated in their efforts to organize the south
labor leaders understood the potential of newly enfranchised
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blacks to challenge conservative southern democrats at the
same time white union members in the south were more
interested in defending their racial privileges than in
allying themselves with blacks an explosive tension developed
between labor s political leadership desperate to create a
party system in the south that included blacks and a rank and
file determined to preserve southern democracy by excluding
blacks this book looks at the ways that tension was expressed
and ultimately resolved within the southern labor movement

Teachers, Professionalism and Class
2017-05-08
a groundbreaking study of unity and conflict in baptist life
in new zealand

The Principle of Loyalty in EU Law 2014
east asia s rapidly changing role in international security
the global economy development and global governance are
expertly accounted for in this much needed state of the art
text xiaoming huang offers an engaging and informed account
of the key concepts issues and actors working in this area
ranging from the region s history to culture and a
comparative assessment of the region s states this text is
informed throughout by a compelling theoretical framework in
so doing it unpicks the often complex relationships both at
the domestic level and externally only with this
understanding is it possible to make sense of the region s
complex relationships both internally and externally
structured around key concepts in international relations of
war and peace economic development and increased contemporary
security threats this text offers an empirically rich
engaging account of the changing fortunes of east asia

Industrial Conflict 1978
this guide to the study and use of military history is
designed to foster an appreciation of the value of military
history and explain its uses and the resources available for
its study it is not a work to be read and lightly tossed
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aside but one the career soldier should read again or use as
a reference at those times during his career when necessity
or leisure turns him to the contemplation of the military
past

The European Union as a Global Conflict
Manager 2012
this book first published in 1973 analyses and sets in
context one of the major issues in the growth of the european
economy workers participation played an increasingly vital
role in industrial relations this book looks at the
background and development of different types of
participation in britain ranging from workers attempts at co
operative production through the schemes in the nationalised
industries of mining and steel to the fairfields experiment
and the upper clyde work in in shipbuilding this book
concludes with an account of the developments in worker
councils and worker directors in nine other european
countries

Conflict Resolution in De Facto States
2022-07-22

Conflict and Security in the Former
Soviet Union 2003

Superpower Rivalry and Conflict
2009-12-16

Engagement of Africa in Conflict Dynamics
and Peace Architectures 1994
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Conflict of Interests 2011

Conflict & Connection 1993

Special Issue on Labor Relations and
Unions 1866

THE AMERICAN CONFLICT: A HSTORY OF THE
GREAT REBELLION 2019-12-28

International Relations of East Asia 1979

A Guide to the Study and Use of Military
History 2018-01-12

Participation in Industry
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